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ABSTRACT
Hands-on learning has had a place in education since the dawn of mankind. This research
sought to determine whether experiential learning in the form of field trips and other in-class, handson learning activities has the potential to positively impact environmental literacy, as well as promote
more pro-environmental attitudes and behaviors amongst those participating in the learning
experiences. The research was done on 27 high school juniors and seniors who were enrolled in a
nine-week ecology and environmental science course at Little Chute High School. Students were
given a pre-assessment at the start of the course to gather baseline data on environmental knowledge,
attitudes and behaviors. The students then participated in a variety of hands-on learning experiences
developed by the researcher and were assessed again at the end of the nine weeks to establish growth
in all three areas outlined above.
Overall, the results of the study indicate positive changes in each area being evaluated. On
average, environmental literacy scores increased 22% over the nine-week period. Similarly, the
students surveyed showed growth in both environmental empathy and environmental stewardship,
demonstrating an average improvement of 5.25% and 14%, respectively, in each of these areas.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Significance of the Study
This study is significant for a number of reasons. First and foremost, it has the potential to
add further validity to hands-on, experience-based learning as a means to improving the environmental
literacy of a child. Moreover, because the process of hands-on learning invites students to create
positive educational experiences that can later assist in molding new ones, the cumulative impact that
hands-on learning may have on a student’s learning is incalculable.
Beyond literacy, another purpose of this study is to encourage students to explore and find
meaning in what they are learning. Since hands-on learning relies on pragmatic, interactive activities, it
has great potential to add relevance to environmental science concepts in students’ everyday lives. In
addition, this study has the potential to create a sense of respect and appreciation for the environment
so that students may learn how to act in an environmentally responsible, sustainable way.
Finally, this study is important for the mere fact that it gives students a principal role in their
own learning. Rather than allowing students to passively “absorb” content, students were given the
opportunity to take control of their own learning and participate in the development and integration
of activities.

Statement of the Problem
This study was used to evaluate the effectiveness of a hands-on approach to learning in 11th
and 12th-grade students who participated in field trips and other authentic learning experiences while
enrolled in an ecology and environmental science class at Little Chute High School.
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Sub-problems
Sub-problem 1

To determine if hands-on learning can have a significant, measurable
impact on student knowledge and awareness of environmental and
ecological concepts.

Sub-problem 2

To determine if hands-on learning can have a positive impact on proenvironmental student attitudes.

Sub-problem 3

To determine whether or not hands-on learning can increase student
involvement in environmental stewardship behaviors.

Sub-problem 4

To determine if improved environmental literacy is directly linked to
improvements in environmental empathy and stewardship.

Hypotheses
Students that participate in hands-on learning experiences will develop greater environmental
literacy. Additionally, due to the practical nature of hands-on learning, experience-based learning will
promote the application of knowledge learned in students’ everyday lives.
Furthermore, because hands-on learning requires students to actively participate in their
education, an attitudinal and behavioral shift will accompany gains in environmental literacy as
students become more aware of ethical issues concerning the environment.

Limitations of the Study
1) The study will be limited only to junior and senior students enrolled in Ecology and
Environmental Science at Little Chute High School during the Fall Term of the 2013-2014
school year.
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2) The efficacy of hands-on learning will not be weighed against more traditional approaches to
learning. Instead, the success of hands-on learning will be evaluated independently of other
teaching methods.
3) The study will not predict the extent of any prior knowledge of environmental science
concepts that students may have.
4) The study will not predict the extent of non-school interaction each student has in regards to
the environment.
5) This study does not assume that all students will participate in hands-on activities and field
trips with the same amount of effort and commitment.
6) This study will not predict the aptitude of students enrolled in the class.

Definition of Terms
Attitude

The manner, disposition, feeling, or position of a
student with regard to an environmental ethics issue.

Behavior

The manner that a student conducts oneself with
regard to an environmental ethics issue.

Efficacy

The effectiveness or usefulness of something.

Environmental Ethics

The philosophical discipline that studies the moral,
interdependent relationship between human beings
and nature.

Environmental Literacy

The combination of a student’s knowledge and
awareness of environmental concepts and issues, as
well as the student’s attitude and behavior toward the
environment.
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Environmental Stewardship

The ethics and actions of a student that embodies a
genuine interest in protecting the environment through
responsible, sustainable means.

Hands-on Learning

Also known as “experiential learning,” it is defined by
Jeffrey Cantor (1997) as “learning activities that engage
the learner directly in the phenomena beings studied,”
such as service learning, cultural journalism projects,
exchange programs, cooperative education, social
science laboratory activities, adventure education, field
trips, and more.

Learning Target

A goal or objective defined by the educator, inspired
by Wisconsin State Learning Standards.

Little Chute High School

A school of 552 students, grades 9-12, located in the
Fox Valley of Northeast Wisconsin. The school’s
mission statement reads, "Little Chute schools will be
learning communities where students express a desire
to learn in a welcoming community and secure
environment. We will challenge all learners to become
engineers of their own future by nurturing their
creative and intellectual growth. We will provide the
launch pad for students to excel in any field of interest
by developing the whole child in a diverse and
technical society."
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Natural Resource

Any part of nature that exists in limited quantities and
is consumed by humans.

Respect

Denotes value or a sense of worth.

Assumptions
1) Appropriate research will be conducted on behalf of the educator to determine best
pedagogical practices for developing and implementing a hands-on learning experience.
2) The educator will be adept in the field of environmental science, calling on a solid knowledge
base with which to educate students.
3) All students will possess the basic skills necessary to participate in all hands-on activities and
field trips.
4) Students will be prepared for all required field trips, ensuring they have the materials necessary
to complete the tasks assigned to them.
5) Students will treat group members with dignity and respect when participating in activities or
field trips so learning targets can be reached.
6) Little Chute High School teachers will cooperate with the Term Service Project, ensuring that
students are fulfilling their recycling responsibilities in assigned classrooms.
7) Students will take pre- and post- course assessments with integrity and sincerity, completely
answering all questions to the best of their ability.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter explores relevant research that has already been conducted by the scientific and
educational communities, which will provide testimony and validation to this research project. The
literature review is summarized and categorized into 3 areas: (1) the efficacy of hands-on learning in
education, (2) hands-on learning as a tool to improve environmental awareness and knowledge (3)
hands-on learning as a tool to evoke pro-environmental attitudes and behaviors.

The Efficacy of Hands-on Learning in Education
Hands-on learning is anything but a modern innovation of instructional pedagogy. Instead,
evidence of experiential learning dates back to the dawn of mankind. Rone (2008) most accurately
described the pervasiveness of hands-on learning throughout history when she wrote, “the roots of
experiential learning are as old as civilization, as the informal learning embedded within the processes
of enculturation that help to ensure human survival draw on similar forms of firsthand active
encounters with the social world” (p. 238). Even Aristotle recognized the importance of hands-on
learning experiences, stating “the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing
them” (Itin, 1999). Aristotle’s pragmatic philosophy of education should come as no surprise, since
he was a student of Plato, who himself believed that humans are nothing more than the product of
their life experiences. In fact, progressive German educator Kurt Hahn even drew upon Plato’s The
Republic to design the Outward Bound alternative education program in Europe in the early 1940s.
According to Hahn, “the aim of education is to impel young people into forming valuable
experiences” (Outward Bound, 2010). American colleague Josh Miner eventually brought the handson learning through outdoor adventure philosophy to the United States in the early 1960s. In fact,
the mission of the Outward Bound program bears a striking resemblance to the aim of environmental
education. According to the organization, “Outward Bound is dedicated to helping people learn
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through challenging experiences so that they can grow individually and in the process become more
active in the communities where they live and work” (Ibid).
Many of the philosophies of the Outward Bound program can also be attributed to the
progressive movement of the 1930s, spearheaded by the educational philosopher and reformer, John
Dewey. Dewey saw educators more like midwives than anything else. He believed the role of the
teacher is to help the student “give birth” to new knowledge through a continuum of hands-on
experiences both in and out of the classroom so that each student can fulfill his/her potential as a
member of society. In his book, Experience and Education (1938) Dewey suggests that “experience does
not go on simply inside a person. It does go on there, for it influences the formation of attitudes of
desire and purpose. But this is not the whole of the story. Every genuine experience has an active side
which changes in some degree the objective conditions under which experiences are had.”
Despite the ubiquitous nature of hands-on learning experiences that date back to the dawn of
civilization, Dewey’s concept of experience-based learning truly revolutionized education in the
United States. Finally, schools across America began to experience a complete transformation from
rote, didactic learning to a more practical, pragmatic approach. Hands-on learning was particularly
welcomed by progressivists and traditionalists alike because it “made great headway in making
education more responsive to the needs of children...[by introducing] curriculum reforms toward a
more holistic approach to learning” (Roth, 1978).
Dewey’s contributions to the field of experiential learning notwithstanding, equal credit must
also be given to educational theorist David A. Kolb (1984) for helping to popularize the experiential
learning paradigm through the development of his Experiential Learning Model (ELM).
Today, educational institutions across the country have adopted Dewey and Kolb’s model of
progressive education, emphasizing problem solving and critical thinking through hands-on learning.
National education programs like Outward Bound that highlight organic, exploration-based learning
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experiences have also jumped on the bandwagon. Earth Education (Earth, 1990) is yet another
popular program that involves immersing students in innovative adventuresome learning experiences;
however, Earth Education strives to move beyond knowledge and awareness and attempts to instill
pro-environmental attitudes as well (Van Matre, 1972, 1979.)
Now that a historical background for hands-on learning has been established, it is now possible
to properly explore its overall effectiveness. Literature touting the efficacy of hands-on learning varies
from Edgar Dale’s (1969) broadly-defined “Cone of Experience,” which identifies hands-on learning
as the most effective tool in memory retention, to a plethora of more narrowly-defined studies
(Dressner & Gill, 1994; Gillet, et al., 1991; Lisowksi & Disinger, 1991; Poudel, 2005), which praise
experiential learning practices for a variety of different reasons.
Among the research that supports hands-on learning as a viable and effective educational
paradigm, much focus has been given to study the specific impact of field-trip experiences in the
environmental science classroom. There is no doubt that field trips offer students enriching, firsthand
encounters which can concretize concepts that may otherwise have felt abstract to students.
According to Poudel (2005), these practical firsthand experiences are effective at enhancing student
interest, motivation, and the ability to think critically about environmental issues, particularly local
issues. Although most research (Knapp & Barrie, 2001; Knapp & Poff, 2001; Palmberg & Kuru) has
focused on the immediate effects of field trip experiences, one study (Farmer, Knapp & Benton, 2007)
also explores the positive, long-term impacts of field trips on students’ knowledge and attitude.
What’s more, research has clearly demonstrated that hands-on experiences need not venture
out of the traditional classroom to qualify as an effective means of learning. A study by Pomerantz
(1986) describes a definite correlation between in-class experiential learning and pro-environmental
attitudes and behaviors in students.
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Despite the overwhelming evidence in support of hands-on learning, it is important to
understand that not all experiential learning is created equal. Important pedagogical considerations
must be made by the educator to offer a truly educative experience. Dewey (1938) described a critical
but not directly equivalent relationship between experience and education. According to his theory,
continuity and interaction must be considered when determining the quality of a learning experience
and its implications for education.
“Any experience is miseducative that has the effect of arresting or distorting the
growth of further experience. An experience may be such as to engender callousness;
it may produce lack of sensitivity and of responsiveness. Then the possibilities of
having richer experience in the future are restricted. Again, a given experience may
increase a person's automatic skill in a particular direction and yet tend to land him in
a groove or rut; the effect again is to narrow the field of further experience. An
experience may be immediately enjoyable and yet promote the formation of a slack
and careless attitude; this attitude then operates to modify the quality of subsequent
experiences so as to prevent a person from getting out of them what they have to give.
Again, experiences may be so disconnected from one another that, while each is
agreeable or even exciting in itself, they are not linked cumulatively to one another.
Energy is then dissipated and a person becomes scatter- brained. Each experience may
be lively, vivid, and "interesting," and yet their disconnectedness may artificially
generate dispersive, disintegrated, centrifugal habits. The consequence of formation of
such habits is inability to control future experiences. They are then taken, either by
way of enjoyment or of discontent and revolt, just as they come. Under such
circumstances, it is idle to talk of self-control” (p. 38-39).
Hands-on Learning as a Tool to Improve Environmental Awareness and Knowledge
To many, the ultimate aim of environmental education is to produce “environmentally literate
and responsible citizens” Knapp, 2000, p. 34). Logically, the first step to becoming environmentally
literate is to gain an awareness and understanding of environmental concepts and issues. In fact,
knowledge and awareness are so crucial to the development of environmentally literate students that
the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) established them
as the first two goals of environmental education, as defined in the Tbilisi Declaration (UNESCO,
1977).
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What better way to promote environmental awareness and knowledge than through practical,
student-led involvement? Whether students become involved in camp programs (Dresner and Gill,
1994), hiking experiences (Gillett, Thomas, Skok, & McLaughlin, 1991), or other short-duration field
trips (Lisowski & Disinger, 1991), research has demonstrated significant increases in environmental
knowledge and awareness through hands-on learning experiences. Again, it’s important to note that
these types of exploratory activities have proven effective inside the classroom as well. Through simple
discovery and first-hand observations, students’ can attain a great deal of awareness and knowledge
for environmental concepts and/or issues (Swan, 1975).

Hands-on Learning as a Tool to Evoke Proenvironmental Attitudes and Behaviors
Although knowledge and awareness are laudable goals for environmental education, most
educators would agree that the ultimate purpose of environmental education—or any education for
that matter—is to have students use their knowledge and awareness of relevant issues to promote
changes in attitude and behavior (Hungerford and Volk, 1990). The Tbilisi Declaration defined its
last two goals of environmental education to that end, focusing on the development of proenvironmental attitudes, skills, and participation opportunities (UNESCO, 1977).
Since research suggests an increase in knowledge and awareness of environmental issues
through hands-on learning, it stands to reason that such a change might be accompanied by a shift in
environmental attitudes and behaviors in students. Several studies have recorded such a relationship,
documenting statistically significant correlations between knowledge and student attitude (Arcury,
1990; Ramsey & Rickson, 1976; Jaus, 1982). On the contrary, other researchers (Armstrong & Impara,
1991; Negev, 2008) have reported the exact opposite findings. Even specific research into hands-on
learning programs like Earth Education has shown that increased ecological knowledge in children
does not equate to more positive environmental attitudes or behaviors (Keen, 1991). Iozzi (1989)
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concluded that although “knowing how to improve environmental quality is important, possessing
such a knowledge certainly does not ensure that one will be motivated to take action” (p. 4).
Assessing the specific causal factors that lead to established pro-environmental behaviors is
indeed a complicated endeavor. Some studies have shown correlations between hands-on learning
experiences and a willingness to adopt environmentally friendly behaviors; however, the specific
nature of the relationship wasn’t identified (Palmberg & Kuru, 2000). Did participation in hands-on
learning activities directly influence behavior, or indirectly through another medium? Most research
seems to indicate an indirect relationship—determining that the most important influence on behavior
is attitude (Hwang, 2000; Ramsey & Rickson, 1976;). That being said, the positive correlation
documented (Kaiser, Wolfing, & Fuhrer, 1999) between experiential learning practices and
proenvironmental attitude is promising news for hands-on learning advocates.
Little research has yet been conducted on the efficacy of more specific hands-on learning
activities. However, the studies that do exist are quite promising. For instance, Hsu (2004) found
that narrowly defining hands-on learning to issue-investigation and action training significantly
promoted responsible environmental behavior, as well as skills in using environmental action
strategies.

Summary
In summation, “environmental education is aimed at producing a citizenry that is knowledgeable
concerning the biophysical environment and its associated problems, aware of how to help solve those
problems, and motivated to work toward their solution” (Stapp et al. 1969). Although hands-on learning
has been shown to be an effective vehicle for improving environmental knowledge, awareness, attitude
and behavior in students, much of the research is circumstantial at best. It is the aim of this study to
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provide further validity to the efficacy of hands-on learning by measuring its impact on all the areas
of environmental literacy discussed above.

CHAPTER III: METHODS

Sampling
The study took place between September through November, 2013 with students at Little
Chute High School (LCHS). Little Chute High School serves a suburban student population of 552
total students enrolled in grades 9-12. The school has a well-defined educational system for all
students, including those with diverse ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds.

The school

community is comprised by a large majority (89.9%) of white students with 9.1% minorities (5.3%
Hispanic, 1.8% Black, 1.6% Asian, and 1.3% American Indian), 22.8% economically disadvantaged,
and 12% special needs (0.8% CD, 0.8% EBD, 1% LD, 6.7% SL, and 3.2% other primary disability).
Roughly 99% of students receive diplomas with 55.2% and 28% going on to attend 4-year colleges or
vocational/technical colleges accordingly. 11.2% of post graduates seek immediate employment after
graduation and the remaining 1.4% enter the military.
This study specifically involved 27 junior and senior students, ages 16-18, all of whom were
enrolled in the Fall term of Ecology and Environmental Science under the direct instruction of the
researcher. Of the 27 total students, 74% (20) were male and 26% (7) were female. Two students
received special education services as mandated by their individualized education plans, while the
remaining students all received regular education services with no modifications necessary to the
curriculum or assessment.
Students were informed about the study prior to their involvement and participation was
completely optional. Parents were also informed of this study during parent-teacher conferences.
Data collection in the form of pre- and post- assessments is standard at Little Chute High School. In
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fact, all teachers are required to create a Student Learning Objective (SLO) at the start of each school
year and collect and analyze data to measure progress, so this research doesn’t represent anything that
really differs from normal educational practices.

Developing and Implementing Field Trips and Other Hands-On Activities
In order to properly assess the efficacy of hands-on learning as it pertains to improving
environmental literacy, empathy, and stewardship, great consideration went into developing field trips
and different in-class activities that would engage students in the learning process.
To emphasize hands-on learning, it was first decided that the final exam for the course would
be replaced with a much more practical summative assessment; students would work collaboratively
in field groups over the course of the term to collect and analyze data on three local streams to
determine the relative water quality of each. The term would then culminate in a research symposium,
wherein each group would present their findings. This term project is included as Appendix A.
In order to make this research symposium a reality, several field trips were developed and
implemented. In addition to traveling to local streams to measure the water quality of each, several
other activities were planned to offer the most authentic, hands-on learning experiences possible.
In total, four field trips were planned and implemented, all which focused on different learning
objectives. The first field trip took the students to Fallen Timbers Nature Conservancy in Black Creek,
WI. This was an overnight field trip wherein the objective was two-fold: (1) to create comradery
amongst classmates which would encourage greater collaboration later on when students would collect
data on the streams, and (2) to teach students the skills necessary to collect water quality data using a
macroinvertebrate index, in addition to chemical data. This was a two-day field trip where students
traveled to Fallen Timbers after school one day and returned the following school day after lunch
period. During the first evening, students stayed in cabins and participated in typical camping activities
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like campfire games and capture the flag. These experiences allowed the students to become more
comfortable with one another, thus encouraging greater cooperation later when group work was
essential.

The following morning, students were instructed as to how one properly uses a

macroinvertebrate key to identify insects at Fallen Timbers and beyond. Students also learned how
both diversity and abundance of different macroinvertebrates, coupled with knowledge about the
pollution tolerance level of each macroinvertebrate, helps indicate the overall quality of a body of
water. Finally, students collected various chemical measurements (nitrates, nitrites, phosphates, pH,
alkalinity, dissolved oxygen and turbidity) and analyzed these data points to decipher what each
signified about the water quality of the pond. This lesson is included as Appendix B.
In the end, these measurements, combined with the macroinverebrate collections, were
designed to help students hone their skills in assessing water quality. Students were asked to apply
these concepts and skills in later field trips, which tied into their final research project for the course.
The second field trip of the course covered a large range of learning objectives. In the
morning, students traveled to the Brown-Outagamie-Winnebago Recycling Center and Landfill to
learn about waste management and the impact that recycling and the lack thereof has on the
environment. The tour of these facilities was then followed-up by a similar tour of the Appleton
Wastewater Treatment Plant. Here, students learned about the impact of nitrates and phosphates in
the water supply, in addition to how crucial waste water management is in maintaining healthy aquatic
ecosystems locally and beyond. After a break for lunch, students traveled to Konkapot Creek in
Kaukauna, WI, to complete their first stream quality assessment using the skills they learned on the
Fallen Timbers Field Trip.
The third field trip took the students to Baird and Apple Creeks, both of which are located in
the Greater Green Bay Area. At these locations, students completed the data collection for their river
quality term research project again using a macroinvertebrate key and by collecting chemical data for
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each stream. As a supplemental activity, students also traveled to Fonferek Glen County Park in De
Pere, WI, to experience a local waterfall and learn about local geology.
The final field trip for the course took the students to Ledgeview Nature Center in Chilton,
WI, wherein the students had the opportunity to learn about local cave ecology and geology. Cave
exploration and spelunking was a highlight of this field trip.
Beyond field trips, the researcher also involved the students in several other hands-on learning
activities to encourage engagement amongst his students, including: passive solar home and wind
turbine engineering competitions [Appendices C and D], a product lifecycle children’s book or video
scrapbook project [Appendix E], an “ethical omnivore” cooking competition [Appendix F], and a
pro-environmental movie or documentary trailer that highlights any environmental issue that students
are passionate about [Appendix G]. Lastly, students also participated in a nine-week service project
where each student was responsible for collecting and disposing of the recycling for one or two
classrooms each week. This activity served to teach students about single-stream recycling and also
allowed them the opportunity to educate their peers on what items are permissible in the local recycling
program.
While the learning objectives varied greatly from activity to activity, experiential learning was
commonly emphasized in all of them. Active engagement in student learning was the impetus behind
the development of each lesson.

Instrumentation
In an effort to adequately evaluate the effectiveness of the hands-on learning that the
participants took part in, the instrument used to measure this effectiveness needed to measure all three
aspects of environmentalism: (1) knowledge, (2) attitude and (3) behavior. For this reason, a threepart pre- and post-assessment was created to address each of these 3 areas independently. The first
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two components of each assessment was a 15-item attitude survey and 25-item behavior survey that
was inspired and adapted from the KEEP Environmental Attitude and Behavior Assessment and the Digital
Environment Home Energy Management System Environmental Behavior Survey (DEHMS, 2010). The
third and final component of the pre- and post-assessment was a 25-question literacy quiz, which
assessed student knowledge and awareness of fundamental concepts learned throughout the course.
This literacy quiz included 15 true or false items and 10 multiple-choice items taken directly from the
instructor’s curriculum. In measuring the impact of hands-on learning on student knowledge and
awareness, it is not uncommon for environmental education researchers to create their own tools to
measure the effectiveness of their pedagogical strategies (e.g., Dressner & Gill, 1994; Farmer, Knapp
& Benton, 2007; Gillett, Thomas, Skok & Mc Laughlin, 1991; Hsu, 2004; Jaus, 1982). This is
particularly true since educational curriculum is often agreed upon at the district-level, which would
mean that learning objectives might be different from school to school.
Since the items on the pre- and post-assessments are the same, only the pre-assessment is
included with this report under Appendix H.
The design of the pre- and post-assessment tools took into account the cognitive development
and age of the students being assessed. Items on the attitude and behavior components included both
positive and negatively-phrased statements. This was done to avoid acquiescent bias, where students
go on ‘auto-pilot’ and agree or disagree to all statements without really taking the time to read them.
Similarly, alternating between negative and positive statements also reduces the impact of extreme
response bias, where participants are more likely to select the responses that fall heavily on one side
of the spectrum of responses (Furnham, 1986.) For instance, if using a Likert scale, as was used in
the attitude and behavior survey portions of the pre- and post-assessments, extreme response bias
may influence respondents to more frequently select “strongly disagree” or “strongly agree” rather
than less extreme choices.
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By providing a combination of negative and positive items, students were encouraged to more
closely consider their responses to each individual statement and both acquiescent and extreme
response bias was minimized.
For the attitude portion of each assessment, students were asked to respond to a 5-point Likert
scale for 15 total statements. Response choices included: “strongly agree,” “somewhat agree,”
“unsure,” “somewhat disagree,” and “strongly disagree.” These statements were meant to only
measure student attitude in regards to various statements, not whether or not the statements reflected
the actual behavior of each respondent. For example, item #7 from each assessment states, “Plants
and animals have as much rights as humans to exist.” Respondents could have chosen “strongly
agree” despite the fact that they may not be vegetarians or animal rights activists. In other words, the
attitude items on the survey were merely there to measure the feelings of each respondent, not their
actions. This is where the behavior component of the survey came into play. Like the attitude
statements, the behavior portion of the survey also used a Likert scale, though this time, only a 4-point
scale was used, and the options were also different. Respondents were asked to reflect on 25
statements, identifying the extent to which each item accurately reflected their actual behavior, not
simply their attitudes. Response choices included: “not at all like you,” “a little like you,” “a lot like
you,” and “exactly like you.”
Finally, the last component of the assessment involved students responding to a series of true
or false and multiple-choice questions. These questions were written specifically by the researcher
because the concepts assessed refer directly to essential standards outlined in the curriculum for the
course.
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Data Collection
As previously mentioned, the impact of hands-on learning was evaluated by comparing the
results of the pre- and post-assessment explained in detail in the preceding section of this report.
Study participants completed the pre-assessment on the first day of class and the post-assessment on
the last day of class. Each assessment was conducted using Google Forms. Since this research was
also being used by the researcher to complete an annual Student Learning Objective as a requirement
by his school district, student names were collected for district-use only. Otherwise, names were
anonymized and students were nearly assigned random, unidentifiable numbers for the purpose of
this research.
The assessment was introduced at the beginning of each period to ensure an adequate amount
of time for proper completion. Participants were quiet and each student completed both the pre- and
post-assessment entirely on his or her own without collaboration with fellow participants. Google
Forms automatically aggregated responses into a spreadsheet for easy analysis.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS
Since each of the three sections of both the pre- and post-assessment (the attitude survey,
behavior survey, and content knowledge quiz) required a different type of response, statistical analysis
had to be uniquely executed for each of the three components independently. Then the postassessment responses had to be weighed against the pre-assessment responses to evaluate whether or
not each of the researcher’s hypotheses were correct. Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
was used to analyze all survey data and a .05 level of significance was maintained for all calculations.
Students who were absent for either the pre- or post-assessment were excluded from all
analyses. Out of the 27 total students who participated in the study throughout the term, 23 of them
were present during both assessments, so only their results were reported due to missing data points
for the other participants.

Sub-problem 1
The first sub-problem was to determine if hands-on learning can have a significant, measurable
impact on student knowledge and awareness of environmental and ecological concepts. This
determination was the simplest for the researcher to make because it merely involved comparing the
scores of the true or false and multiple-choice sections of the post-assessment with those of the preassessment. This was accomplished by scoring each student’s responses against an answer key created
by the researcher. Final scores were then converted into percentages to indicate the total percentage
of correct responses for each respondent. Finally, student scores on the post-assessment were
compared against the scores of the pre-assessment to calculate positive or negative growth in
environmental literacy. These results are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1: Student Performance on the Environmental Literacy Portion of the Pre- and Post-Assessments

Student 1

Preassessment
Score
44%

Postassessment
Score
76%

Student 2

40%

72%

32%

Student 3

44%

72%

28%

Student 4

48%

52%

4%

Student 5

32%

60%

28%

Student 6

68%

68%

0%

Student 7

68%

80%

12%

Student 8

44%

72%

28%

Student 9

28%

52%

24%

Student 10

48%

68%

20%

Student 11

48%

60%

12%

Student 12

40%

68%

28%

Student 13

40%

40%

0%

Student 14

36%

64%

28%

Student 15

32%

60%

28%

Student 16

48%

56%

8%

Student 17

48%

76%

28%

Student 18

64%

92%

28%

Student 19

36%

76%

40%

Student 20

72%

92%

20%

Student 21

44%

88%

44%

Student 22

52%

80%

28%

Student 23

56%

68%

12%

Growth
32%

The average score on the pre-assessment was 47%, whereas the average score on the postassessment was 69%, demonstrating that overall, student knowledge and awareness increased 22%
over the 9-week period of the study. It is, however, important to note that not all students showed
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growth in environmental literacy. Two students (Students 6 and 13) showed no growth at all, while
another two students (Students 19 and 21) showed substantial growth of 40% or more.
To explore changes in environmental literacy over the course of the term, a paired t-test was
conducted. Results indicated a mean difference (M) in the percentage of total correct responses of
22.26 with a standard deviation (SD) of 11.93. The difference between the pre- and postassessments was highly significant with t (22) =7.069, p=.0000. While a lack of a randomly selected
control group makes it impossible to definitively link the increase in knowledge and awareness to the
curriculum intervention, the direction of change suggests a positive impact of the program.

Sub-problem 2
The second sub-problem was to determine if hands-on learning can have a positive impact on
pro-environmental student attitudes. To explore changes in attitude from pre- and post-assessments,
the researcher used statistical analysis to code Likert responses with number values. For instance, item
#6 of the attitude survey reads, “Plants and animals have as much rights as humans to exist,” wherein
students had to select “strongly agree,” “somewhat agree,” “unsure,” “somewhat disagree,” or
“disagree.” If the respondent selected “strongly agree” the researcher assigned a value of ‘2’ to that
item. “Somewhat agree” was assigned a value of ‘1’, “unsure” was assigned ‘0’, “somewhat disagree”
was assigned ‘-1’, and “strongly disagree” was assigned a value of ‘-2.’ In this sense, a higher score is
representative of greater environmental empathy. That being said, some items on the attitude survey
had a negative connotation, such as item #12: “Humans were meant to rule over the rest of nature.”
In these instances, the researcher recoded the responses so the values assigned to each selection was
inversely correlated with the example mentioned above. For instance, a response of “strongly
disagree” to item #12 would have been coded as a ‘2’ rather than the ‘-2’ with item #6.
To summarize, higher, positive point values were assigned to responses that were strongly
empathetic toward the environment and lower, negative point values were assigned to responses that
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indicated non-empathetic sentiment for the environment. The researcher summed the scores for all
15 items of the attitude survey, and the coded scores for all items were then averaged to provide a
score somewhere between ‘-2’ and ‘2’, where again, ‘-2’ signifies strong overall anti-environmental
sentiment, ‘2’ signifies strong pro-environmental sentiment, and ‘0’ indicates a rather neutral stance.
These results are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Student Attitude Scores, Summarized and Averaged

Student 1

PreAssessment
Mean
1.13

PostAssessment
Mean
1.20

Student 2

0.93

1.67

0.73

Student 3

0.67

1.13

0.46

Student 4

1.20

1.33

0.13

Student 5

0.40

1.33

0.93

Student 6

0.27

1.53

1.27

Student 7

1.66

1.27

-0.39

Student 8

0.73

1.20

0.47

Student 9

0.80

0.87

0.07

Student 10

0.67

0.67

0.00

Student 11

0.13

0.73

0.60

Student 12

1.33

1.60

0.27

Student 13

1.27

1.33

0.06

Student 14

0.87

1.07

0.20

Student 15

0.60

0.33

-0.27

Student 16

0.53

0.40

-0.13

Student 17

-0.20

-0.33

-0.13

Student 18

1.27

0.93

-0.33

Student 19

1.13

0.93

-0.20

Student 20

1.07

1.20

0.13

Student 21

-0.27

0.00

0.27

Student 22

0.33

0.33

0.00

Student 23

0.33

0.93

0.60

Difference
0.07

According to the results of the pre-assessment, nearly all students reported at least slightly
empathetic sentiments toward the environment with an average mean score amongst all students of
0.73. This would suggest that, collectively, students had a “somewhat” empathetic attitude toward the
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environment at the start of the study. Post-assessment scores suggest even stronger environmental
empathy amongst students at the end of the study with an average mean score of 0.94 for all students
or a growth of 0.21 overall. Note that while the majority of students indicated increased environmental
empathy, there were 6 students (Students 7 and 15-19) who actually reported the exact opposite.
A paired t-test was conducted to analyze the change in student attitude over the course of the
term. Student responses demonstrated a statistically significant increase in environmental empathy
with a mean growth of 0.21; t(22) = 2.408, p = 0.025.

Sub-problem 3
The third sub-problem was to determine whether or not hands-on learning can increase
student involvement in environmental stewardship behaviors. To accomplish this task, the researcher
followed a very similar protocol to that specified in sub-problem 2. Coding was used again to provide
number values to Likert responses; only this time, negative number values were not necessary. With
behavior item statements, participants were asked to select from the following responses: “not at all
like you,” “a little like you,” “a lot like you,” and “exactly like you.” Since each response correlated
with varying degrees of responsible environmental behaviors, number values of ‘0-3’ were assigned to
each appropriate response, where a higher value indicated a more responsible environmental behavior.
For example, item #16 of the behavior survey reads, “I leave the lights on when I leave the room.”
A student response of “not at all like you” was coded a point value of ‘3,’ wherein responses of “a
little like you,” “a lot like you,” and “exactly like you” were coded ‘2’, ‘1’, and ‘0’ respectively, since
they suggest decreasing levels of environmental stewardship.
As with the coding for the attitude survey, the researcher also recoded positively-phrased
statements so that higher number values were assigned to selections like “exactly like you” or “a lot
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like you” since these statements represented more responsible environmental behaviors. Such was
the case, for instance, with item #17: “I recycle at my house.”
In total, there were 25 behavior items on the pre- and post-assessments, which means that the
highest possible score that each student could be assigned was 75, assuming that each student selected
the option that signified the highest level of environmentally-responsible behavior for every single
item. The researcher summed the coded values for each student and calculated rankings by converting
the final score into a percentage. For instance, on the behavior section of the pre-assessment, Student
23 selected responses that converted into a numeric score of 19 out of 75 total points. When this
figure is converted into a percentage, the student ranked at the 25th percentile on a spectrum of
responsible environmental behaviors.
The results for all students, detailing percentage scores on the pre- and post-assessment is
summarized in Table 3.

This table also denotes student growth in self-reported responsible

environmental behaviors between the pre- and post-assessment.
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Table 3. Percent Compliance with Responsible Environmental Behaviors
PreAssessment
Percentage

PostAssessment
Percentage

Difference

Student 1

59%

75%

16%

Student 2

55%

65%

10%

Student 3

31%

45%

14%

Student 4

47%

51%

4%

Student 5

47%

73%

26%

Student 6

40%

55%

15%

Student 7

73%

80%

7%

Student 8

41%

55%

14%

Student 9

39%

59%

20%

Student 10

44%

48%

4%

Student 11

29%

44%

15%

Student 12

59%

68%

9%

Student 13

56%

67%

11%

Student 14

39%

52%

13%

Student 15

41%

56%

15%

Student 16

49%

73%

24%

Student 17

57%

53%

-4%

Student 18

45%

48%

3%

Student 19

36%

47%

11%

Student 20

40%

59%

19%

Student 21

47%

53%

6%

Student 22

51%

79%

28%

Student 23

25%

64%

39%

In general, the statistical analysis of responsible environmental behaviors reported by all
students suggests moderate growth in these behaviors on the whole. The average growth in proenvironmental behaviors was 14% amongst all students, where some students (Students 5, 9, 16, and
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23) reported significant gains of 20 points or more. On the other hand, some students did not show
nearly as drastic of a shift in environmental stewardship behaviors, with one respondent (Student 17)
actually reporting negative growth.
To analyze the change in student behavior over the course of the term, a paired t-test was
conducted here as well. As with environmental empathy, student responses similarly demonstrated a
statistically significant increase in environmental stewardship behaviors with a mean increase of 10.39
points; t(22) = 7.069, p = 0.000.

Sub-problem 4
The fourth and final sub-problem that the researcher set out to answer was to determine
whether or not improved environmental literacy is directly linked to improvements in environmental
empathy and stewardship.

In other words, can one come to the conclusion that increased

environmental knowledge and awareness produces individuals who are both more empathetic to
environmental issues and more willing to engage in responsible environmental behaviors? On the
whole, the data seems to confirm such a hypothesis. On average, study participants demonstrated a
22% gain in environmental literacy, which was complemented with positive growth in both
proenvironmental attitudes (5.25%) and responsible environmental behaviors (14%).
Despite this trend in the data, there does exist some student data that seems to contradict the
aforementioned hypothesis as well.

For instance, Student 17 demonstrated a 28% gain in

environmental literacy between the pre- and post-assessment, which is actually greater than the class
average of only 22%. Even given this increase in knowledge, Student 17 actually reported reduced
environmental empathy (with a growth score of -0.13), in addition to participating in fewer responsible
environmental behaviors.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION
Overall, this research supports the notion that hands-on learning in the form of field trips and
other experiential learning activities can have a positive impact on the environmental literacy of
students. Furthermore, the trend in the data also finds that authentic learning experiences like the
ones that the students in this study participated in also results in generally favorable effects on
environmental empathy and stewardship behaviors. While the data did present some contradictory
findings in the case of a few study participants, these discoveries seemed to stray far from the norm.
Certainly, it is possible for one to argue that some student responses were affected by the
Hawthorne effect (Diaper, 1990), but this is difficult to control for. The Hawthorne effect is a type
of observation bias that illustrates how student responses may be influenced by the knowledge that
they are participants in a research study. Given this knowledge, students may have selected responses
that they may not normally have selected simply because they think they are supposed to feel or act a
certain way. The researcher attempted to control for the Hawthorne effect as much as possible by
eliminating feedback and motivation to misreport attitudes and behaviors. Moreover, participants
were in no way incentivized to to be anything other than truthful in their responses.

Potential Contributions
While many similar studies have already highlighted the benefits of experiential learning on
environmental literacy, empathy for environmental issues, and stewardship behaviors, most of these
same studies target a very specific type of hands-on learning, such as field trips (Lisowski & Disinger,
1991), hiking experiences (Gillett, Thomas, Skok, & McLaughlin, 1991), or camp programs (Dresner
and Gill, 1994). Instead of exclusively targeting one type of experiential learning, this study focused
on the impact of a combination of all these types of hands-on experiences.
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Recommendations for Further Research
While experiential learning clearly has a positive impact on student achievement, as well as
pro-environmental attitudes and behaviors, further research is necessary to address the interdependent
relationships that exist among these 3 areas. In addition to this study, many others have confirmed
the correlation that exists between hands-on learning and pro-environmental attitudes and behaviors
(Kaiser, Wolfing & Fuhrer, 1999, Palmberg & Kuru, 2000; Ramsey & Rickson, 1976; Hwang, 2000).
Research that attempts to measure the specific cause and effect relationship between knowledge and
attitude, knowledge and behavior, or attitude and behavior would be intriguing as it would shift the
conversation from mere correlation to causation, which could have huge implications for
environmental science educators.
A study that solely examines changes in pro-environmental attitudes and behaviors over time
might offer interesting insights into the impact of formal educational practices. That being said,
controlling for informal growth in environmental knowledge and awareness would be very challenging
indeed.

Conclusion
On the whole, this research project validates the documented benefits of hands-on learning as
a means of improving environmental literacy and influencing more empathetic attitudes and
stewardship behaviors amongst students. Assessment data from this study revealed that most students
improved on all 3 fronts after participating in field trips and a variety of other hands-on learning
experiences. Further research should be done to investigate whether increased knowledge and
awareness are directly linked to stronger pro-environmental attitudes, which in turn, has a direct
impact on responsible environmental behaviors. That being said, the data collected in this study
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provide some new insights into the field of environmental education and offer continued endorsement
for experiential learning when it comes to effective instruction.
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM PRESENTATION RUBRIC

A Scientific Research Presentation
In the scientific community, the only thing more fulfilling than being able to publish your research in a scientific
journal is the prospect of being able to present your results to a community of your peers. Since writing a paper
is nearly impossible to accomplish as a group, you and your team members are responsible for presenting your
research instead. The format for your presentation can be either a PowerPoint or poster presentation and must
include all of the following criteria:
TITLE

It should be clear and to the point. For example, if I performed an experiment to test how much sunlight a
cactus needed to get per day for optimal growth, my paper might be titled, “The effect of sunlight on the growth
of Cactacae vegetation.”
INTRODUCTION

This section introduces the question or problem your group set out to answer or solve, as well as your
hypothesis. In other words, what is the focus of your study? (What is the point?) Furthermore, what do you
hypothesize will be the results of your study?
STUDY AREA

This section should include the directions (Northeast Wisconsin, Southeast Wisconsin?), coordinates, and
altitude of each study area. You should also describe the study area. What is the substrate of each stream like?
Alkalinity? pH? How turbid (cloudy) is the water? Is there a lot of algae? What is the surrounding area
like?...forestland?...urban?...rural? It may be best to show this information in a few tables or Smart Art graphics
so that the audience can easily compare all of the streams at once.
MATERIALS & METHODS

This is, by far, the easiest section of your paper…well, other than the Title, of course. That’s because all you
need to do is tell the audience what you did! Materials can be introduced while you describe your methods.
This section should include the actual “procedure” of your experiment. What did you do and what materials
did you use to do it? How did you collect your bugs? What did you do with your bugs after you collected
them? What did you use in order to identify the bugs?
RESULTS & DISCUSSION

This should be the ‘meat’ of your presentation. Here, you describe the outcome of your research. It not only
answers the question, “What did you discover?”...but it also answers the question, “Why do you think you
ended up with those results?” This section is usually the most difficult because you actually have to think
critically about your results. It’s all well and good to share the results of your experiment, but if you don’t
attempt to explain those results, they’re useless! Use tables and graphs to represent the different numbers of
bugs. You can also use graphs to show overall water quality scores. Finally, don’t forget to refer back to your
hypothesis in this section. Did you reject or accept your hypothesis?
LITERATURE CITED

If you referred to any outside literature, please acknowledge it here.
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elementary. Only one of the required three
stream that Illustrates macroinvertebrate diversity hree graphs are included. Students also
graphs is included. Student, did not refer back
in the stream. Finally, the students referred back
eferred back to their hypothesis and ultimately o their hypothesis to ultimately reject or accept
o their hypothesis and ultimately rejected or
ejected or accepted their original thesis.
heir original thesis.
accepted their o riginal thesis.

r,,,o,t of the collected data was completely
m issing and the analysis was lazy and
acked a scientific approach. No graphs ar,
ncluded to show t he diversity of
m acroinvertebrates in each stream and
~tudents failed to refer back to their
"riginal hypothesis.

he presentat ion was at least 10 minutes in length.
Everyone in the group took part presenting, and
hey did so with pride, poise and professionalism.
Attire is also appropriate for a scientific symposium
(no jeans, f lip-flops, etc.)

The presentation was between 8 and 10 minutes
n length. Everyone in the group took part
p resenting, and they did so w ith pride, poise and
p rofessionalism. Attire is also appropriate for a
scientif ic symposium (no jeans, flip•flops, etc.)

~he presentation was under 5 minutes in
ength and only a few group members

Overall, the research done was excellent, leading
he group to t he correct conclusfon. All streams
were accurately assessed and put in the correct
order.

The research done was mostly solid, but the
The results are completely incorrect, but the
group' s results aren't quite accurate; one strea m groups still dld a very nice job of trying to explain
s correct, but the remain two are out of order.
he results that they did get- despite t he fact
hat they're invalid!©

Col'1Mtnfs...

Total pts earned= _ _ /

ZO, (mult iply by 5) = _ _ / 100

The presentation was between 5 and 8 minutes
n length. Mostly everyone in the group took
part prese nting, but it did not appear a, though
he group was entirely prepared. Most were
eading directly off of the slide. Attire on some
group members was also inappropriat e for a
scientific symposium ijeans, flip.flops, etc.)

~ctually took part in presenting. The group
~idn't seem at all prepared and were very
~nprofessional. Atti re is also inappropriate
lier a scient ific symposium (jeans, flip•flops,
"tc.)
lrhe stream quality assessments are
ompletely incorrect. Research w as
arried out carelessly, so results really
ouldn't even be determined.

APPENDIX B: FALLEN TIMBERS LESSON

AN INTRODUCTION TO WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT
-Fallen Timbers Nature Conservancy-

The purpose of the Fallen Timbers field trip is to introduce you to a variety of methods that involve
testing the water quality of ponds, rivers, and inland lakes. Water quality testing determines whether
water is safe for different types of use such as swimming, fishing, drinking, and irrigation. Knowledge
of the water quality within your watershed provides understanding about human activities and our
role in the ecological processes. Typically, tests for water quality identify several indicators that can be
used to determine the health of a watershed. Key indicators include alkalinity, dissolved oxygen,
nitrates and nitrites, phosphates, pH, temperature, and turbidity. Sources of each of these indicators
are described below, along with methodology on how you and your group will need to collect the
appropriate data.

TEMPERATURE
Background:
The temperature of a pond or lake determines the fish and vegetation that can survive within. For
instance, guppies prefer warmer waters, and fish like sturgeon will only inhabit waters that are colder.
If a body of water is large enough, a thermal stratification (or layering) will exist. In seasonal climates
like that of Wisconsin, the surface waters are the warmest in the summer and coolest in the winter.
Similarly, the deep waters are the coolest in the summer and warmest in the winter.
Measuring Temperature:
To measure the temperature of water, use a LabQuest and digital thermometer probe.

DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO)
Background:
Oxygen is often a limiting factor in determining how much life a body of water can support; therefore
dissolved oxygen readings can indicate the different types of life (aerobic, photosynthetic, anaerobic)
that may inhabit a lake. Dissolved oxygen, in part, depends on the thermal stratification of a body of
water. However, DO readings definitely depend more on rates of photosynthesis and respiration
within the body of water. For instance, during the day, when seaweed and other aquatic plants are
photosynthesizing, DO measurements are the highest. On the contrary, at night after the sun goes
down, the plants begin to respire and consume oxygen. For this reason, DO measurements are the
lowest right before dawn.
Dissolved oxygen of freshwater ecosystems typically fall somewhere between 0 and 14 mg/L; wherein,
a reading of ‘0’ would indicate anoxic conditions (no O2 present) and a reading of ‘14’ would indicate
that the pond is 100% saturated with O2. As a general rule of thumb, the higher the DO reading, the
healthier the stream.
Measuring DO:
In order to measure DO, you will need to use a Vernier LabQuest and Dissolved Oxygen Probe.
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NITRATES AND NITRITES
Background:
Nitrates are essential for plant growth, although too much nitrate may indicate a pollution problem.
Common sources of nitrates in a watershed are soil, animal waste, decomposing plants and animals,
sewage, and fertilizer. High levels of nitrates in a watershed can affect dissolved oxygen levels by
causing excessive plant growth. During the day aquatic plants release oxygen to the water as they
undergo photosynthesis. This means dissolved oxygen levels in the water are usually highest late in
the afternoon. As the sun sets and aquatic plants begin the respiration process, oxygen is consumed
and levels in the water drop to their lowest points in the morning before sunrise. High levels of
nitrates have been linked to infant blood poisoning, cancer, and genetic changes.
Measuring Nitrates and Nitrites:
To measure the amount of nitrates and nitrites in the pond, use HACH Chemical test strips or HACH
Chemical test solutions.

PHOSPHATES
Background:
Phosphorus is usually present in natural water as phosphates (orthophosphates, polyphosphates, and
organically bound phosphates). Phosphorus is a plant nutrient needed for growth and a fundamental
element in the metabolic reactions of plants and animals (hence its use in fertilizers). Common sources
of phosphorus include human and animal wastes (i.e., sewage), industrial wastes, soil erosion, and
fertilizers. Excess phosphorus has been tied to extensive algal growth called “blooms,” leads to
decreased oxygen levels in water bodies.
Measuring Phosphates:
To measure the amount of phosphates in water, use HACH Chemical test strips or HACH Chemical
test solutions.

TURBIDITY
Background:
Turbidity is a measure of the clarity of water. Clear water has a low turbidity while murky water has a
high turbidity. Sources of turbidity include small particles suspended in water, such as algae, clay,
microorganisms, silt, organic chemicals, decaying vegetation, or chemical wastes. High turbidity can
interfere with the process of disinfecting water. Furthermore, as you know from wearing a black shirt
on a hot summer day, darker colors absorb more sunlight than lighter colors. For this reason, high
turbidity can be detrimental to water quality because it can cause an increase in water temperature,
which will in turn, prevent the pond or lake from absorbing higher amounts of oxygen.
Measuring Turbidity:
In order to measure turbidity in a pond or lake, a small "Frisbee-like" disc called a secchi disk must be
used. Simply drop the disk into the water and note the depth at which the disc disappears. The
shallower the depth of disappearance, the greater the turbidity of the water.
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PH

Background:
pH measures the acidity of a solution as an “index” of the amount of hydrogen ions present in a
substance and affects many chemical and biological processes. Acidity in a lake, pond, or stream can
increase due to mine draining, industrial waste, or acid rain. (In fact, acid rain is 100X more acidic
than
urine!)
In summation…
a) pH is measured on a scale of 0-14; acidic < 7 < basic, whereas ‘7’ is neutral.
b) Most natural water has a pH value between 5 and 8.5. Rainwater has a pH between 5.5 and 6
and salt water has a pH between 8 and 8.5.
c) Most aquatic animals prefer a pH range of 6.5 to 8. In fact, if a lake becomes too basic or
acidic, conditions may interfere with fish reproduction because eggs may actually
disintegrate.
d) Therefore, as a general rule of thumb: all water with a pH less than 5 or greater than 8.5
should be viewed as suspicious.
Most acidic

Neutral

Most basic

•

•

•

, I

...,J

-.I

Batt~!'Y H_CI lemon juice aci.d black urine pure sea baking
acid
m
ram coffee
water water soda
•
1
stomach v negar
saliva
acid
orange juice

ammsmia soapy bleach Drain
solution water
cleaner
oven
c leaner

Measuring pH:
To measure pH, we will use HACH Chemical test strips or HACH Chemical test solutions.

ALKALINITY
Background:
The alkalinity of a watershed measures the ability of the water to neutralize (or buffer) acids and keep
the pH from changing. There are many sources for a pond or lakes alkalinity, such as surrounding
rocks, soils, salts, plant activities, and certain wastewater discharges. High water alkalinity can cause
higher algae and plant growth, while low alkalinity indicates that the water's ability to buffer acids is
poor. If there are drastic changes in alkalinity, many chemical and biological processes will be affected.
Measuring alkalinity:
To measure the alkalinity level of the pond, use HACH Chemical test strips or HACH Chemical test
solution
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Field Group # ________
Names _______________________________

FALLEN TIMBERS

_______________________________

FIELD DATA SHEETS

_______________________________

Table 1. A summary of the measured values of the indicators of water quality in the pond, litorally
(at shore) and pelagically (deep) at Fallen Timbers.

WATER QUALITY INDICATOR
Nitrates
Nitrites

CHEMICAL
MEASUREMENT

Phosphates

ppm
ppm
ppm

pH
Alkalinity

CaCO3 ppm

Turbidity

ft

Temperature (littoral vs. pelagic)

°C

°C

Dissolved Oxygen (littoral vs. pelagic)

ppm

ppm

POND POST-LAB QUESTIONS
1.) What are some common sources of nitrates and nitrites in ponds, lakes, and
streams?

2.) Based on your observations of the environment surrounding the Fall Timbers pond,
which of the sources that you listed in question #1 do you hypothesize is the primary
source of nitrates and nitrites to the pond? Explain.

3.) If nitrates and phosphates are good for plants (since they’re the main ingredients in
fertilizers), why are they considered a pollutant to water bodies?

4.) What was the pH of the Fallen Timbers pond? What other common substance has
this pH? (Hint: see pg. 3 of the Guide!)
5.) Why do you think it’s so important that lakes are able to buffer acids, especially
today, in light of all the air pollution in the world?
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APPENDIX C: PASSIVE SOLAR HOME ENGINEERING CONTEST

Building a Passive Solar Home

INTRODUCTION

One of the most common American dreams is to one day own a house. Perhaps an even bigger
dream may be to actually be able to build your own house. Furthermore, for tree-hugging hippies
like Rankin, the opportunity to “live off the grid” is the real attraction of renewable energy
technologies. For some, installing clean, renewable resources that enables one to live
independent of an energy utility can be very appealing. Of course, the advantages of “clean,
green living” and energy independence must be weighed against at least three important
considerations. You must…
1. …be responsible for the operation and maintenance of your own energy generating
system(s)
2. …adopt a lifestyle that is within the means of your ability to generate energy
3. …consider the length of time it will take for you to see a return on your renewable
energy investment
These considerations are more easily managed if the energy-independent home has a low
average energy load. Every home has an energy load. It is the amount of energy used on average
each day. It also takes into account peak energy requirements on a daily and seasonal basis.
Reducing energy load requirements means that you can reduce the size of your renewable energy
generating system(s). Of course, shrinking or reducing a home’s energy load can be accomplished
in part through good conservation measures. In an existing home, reducing energy load can be
done by adding insulation, sealing air leaks, replacing windows, and so on. But perhaps the best
way to reduce energy load is to build a new home to take advantage of its natural surroundings,
and manage or lessen the disadvantages. In this activity you will do both as you build your
own passive solar home.

MATERIALS
r
r
r
r

Sun Illustrations 1 & 2
Diagram Worksheets A-C
Scissors
Tape

r
r
r
r

Crayons
Protractors
Flashlights
Laptops

PROCEDURE
1. Cut out the houses and trees on Worksheets A and C. (Don’t cut on the dashed
line…that’s where you will fold later to make the houses and trees 3-D so they stand
up!)
2. Using your prior knowledge and Illustrations 1 and 2, choose 1 of the 2 house models
and place it on your Plot Plan (“Worksheet B”) and decide on the most efficient setting
of the dwelling. In which direction will it face? (Don’t tape it together yet!)
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3. Decide on how many windows and doors your house should have. Choose their
locations based on the orientation (North, South, East, West) of the house. Then unfold
the model and draw in the windows and doors neatly with a pencil and straight edge.
You may also color the house if you wish.
4. Refold and tape the model house back together. Then tape the roof in place and place
the completed house on the plot plan.
5. Place trees around your house on your plot plan to maximize warmth in the winter and
coolness in the summer. You may also draw in fencing, a driveway and so on at this
point.
NOTE: During all of these steps, you are free to use a flashlight to mimic the sun. This may help
you make decisions as to how your group wants to situate the house, windows, trees, etc.

QUESTIONS
**Note: You may want to do some research to best answer some of these questions. The COWs
are available if your group would like to use them.
1. Which side of your group’s model house (N, S, E, or W) has the most and least windows?
Why did your group decide on this?

2. If you used House #1, in which directions do the horizontal overhanging parts of the roof
face? If you used House #2, in which directions do the horizontal overhanging parts of
the roof face?

3. Which model house on Worksheet A is best designed for winter heating and summer
cooling, House #1 (lean-to design) or House #2 (conventional design)? How (or why) is it
better designed?

4. Compare your group’s house to those made by other groups. How could you improve
your model house and landscaping to increase their effectiveness in winter heating and
summer cooling?
a. Improvements to model house:
b. Improvements to landscaping:
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5. In which directions should the horizontal overhanging parts of the roof face so that
winter sunlight passes through windows and summer sunlight is blocked out? Why
should they overhang in these directions?
6. To promote energy efficiency, what type(s) of windows should be used on your passive
solar house?
7. To promote energy efficiency, what type(s) of building materials should be used to
construct your passive solar house?
8. In many new houses, 2” X 4” lumber is used for wall construction with fiberglass batting
as typical wall and attic insulation. Most of the time, additional one-inch thick insulation
panels are nailed on the outside walls and the seams between the panels are taped.
What else would you consider doing in the way of insulation to improve your home’s
ability to conserve heat in the winter and prevent heat gain in the summer?

9. Let’s say you and your group members are designing a home in which you all will use
your own renewable energy resources. Your goal is to live completely free of the local
energy utility. Why is it important to reduce your energy load?
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Illustration 1. The sun’s altitude in the sky, winter and summer. (Illustration courtesy of the National
Energy Foundation)
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Illustration 2. The Solar Window. (Illustration courtesy of the Wisconsin Energy Bureau)
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Worksheet A
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Worksheet B
Plot Plan
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Worksheet C
Model Tre~ and Shrubs

(fold undor}

Shrub

Sm.ill !>«iduou:s
Tree:, Summer

SmJII Ottiduous
Tree, Winter

(fold under}

bttgreen

(lold undor}

Urge Oeciduoos Tree,
Summer'

Urge Deciduous Tr«.
Winter
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APPENDIX D: WIND TURBINE ENGINEERING CONTEST

Harnessing the Power of Wind
Introduction
As you probably already know—thanks to the generosity of Kaukauna Utilities—Little Chute High School proudly
operates a 10-kilowatt wind turbine. While this wind turbine is much smaller than those on the large wind farms
you see when you head south on Highway 41, it still has the potential to generate about 16,000 kWh of electricity
annually, which is more than enough energy to power the average household for more than a year. Now, certainly
this wind turbine is not even going to come close to offsetting the energy utilized by our school district, but there is
a more important reason as to why the turbine was installed on LCHS property…EDUCATION! J
Objectives
In this activity, you will work collaboratively with group members to…
Ø …research wind turbine blade design to determine what type and number of blades is best for power
generation
Ø …build your own blade assembly
Ø …test your blade assembly using Vernier probes to measure power generation
Ø …explore the argument wind proponents make against wind power by simulating bird and bat kills with
your finished wind turbine
challenge
1. In this activity, you are challenged to design a blade assembly with your partners that produces more power
than that of other groups. In order to accomplish this, you and your group members will want to consider:
a. blade length
b. blade number
c. blade pitch
d. blade shape
e. blade material
f. blade weight
2. You are free to use any of the following materials I have provided for you:
a. wind turbine hub (only 1 per group)
b. blade pitch protractor (I only have 2 for the whole class, so you’ll need to share J)
c. blade materials
i. ¼ in. dowels
ii. 16 in. corrugated plastic sheets
iii. 18 in. balsa wood sheets
iv. sandpaper (to help shape your blades)

(ii)
-

/

~ ®

WIND TURBINE
l 6 IN. CORRUGATED
SANDPAPER
¼IN.DOWELS
18 IN. BALSA
HUB
this project
PlASTIC
is aSHEETS
STEM challenge, I will not be providing you with muchWOOD
guidance
SHEETS
in this competition.
4. I want to see what you can do on your own—using the resources I’ve provided to you. Make sure to be
that talented problem-solver, critical-thinkers that I know you all are. You may want to use this website to
help you and your group members research: www.kidwind.org/windwise

BlADE PITCH

PROTRACTOR
3. Since
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Plan your turbine assembly. What will your finished assembly look like and why? (Please draw your plans
below and explain your plan.)

5. Once you have your blade assembly constructed, you can test it out using the tower and motor I have already
set up for you. You will need to measure the power generation of your blade assembly using the Vernier
LabQuest. Print out your results for the final determination of the winning group!
Bird and Bat Kills
Opponents against wind energy argue that wind turbines shouldn’t be considered as an alternative to nonrenewable
sources of energy because of the large number of bids and bats that are killed by wind turbines.
While birds and bats are indeed killed by wind turbines, a 2010 report by the U.S. Department of Energy states,
“Although only general estimates are available, the number of birds killed in wind developments is
substantially lower relative to estimated annual bird casualty rates from a variety of other
anthropogenic factors including vehicles, buildings and windows, power transmission lines,
communication towers, toxic chemicals including pesticides, and feral and domestic cats (Erickson
et al. 2001; NAS 2007; Manville 2009). Collisions with wind facility structures will likely increase
relative to other anthropogenic structures as the number of wind power facilities increases.”
Why don’t you experiment with bird and bat mortality yourself? Grab some marshmallows and fire them
at your operating wind turbine. How many of them are “killed” by the turbine? How many survive?
Convert your findings into a percentage mortality rate by dividing the deceased by the total number of
marshmallows shot at the turbine. Record that figure below…
________ / _________ = _________ x 100 =

(# of “bird” deaths) (total birds launched)

%

(mortality rate)

Did this finding surprise you and your group members? Why or why not?

APPENDIX E: PRODUCT LIFECYCLE CHILDREN’S BOOK OR VIDEO
SCRAPBOOK
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Children’s Book Project: The Life of a (Fill in the Blank)
RATIONALE
When I graduated from high school in 2003, my best friend’s mom gave me a bookmark as a graduation gift.
Although a bookmark may seem rather insignificant for such a milestone, I actually think it was the best gift
that I received as I was about to head to St. Norbert College. You see, this wasn’t just an ordinary bookmark.
This bookmark was handmade and donned the following maxim: The most important things in life aren’t things.
Sadly, growing up in a society that seems to be rooted in materialism and capitalism, one would never know
this adage to be true. It's no illusion that our society continues to make strides in the wrong direction. Congress'
passage of the Digital Broadcasting Law in 2009 lead to the unnecessary disposal of millions of operational
televisions, with only 15% being properly recycled. Due to the federal government's lack of foresight and
relatively nonexistent take-back programs, the remaining 85% of televisions were destined for landfills or
incineration, creating the potential for huge amounts of toxic chemicals to begin their assault of the
environment. Unfortunately, government programs like this just scratch the surface of the problem we face
here in America in regards to waste management. Our society's obsession with "the next best thing" is most
disconcerting. After all, it has been only four years since Apple launched the iPhone, and the company is
already touting the 6th generation (that's a new model every 9 months)! Similarly, where LCD and Plasma
televisions were very recently covetous gadgetry, now LED televisions and 3D-TV units have taken their place.
And our response to all of this new technology is, of course, "I gotta have it."
Unfortunately, our avaricious lifestyle isn't limited to electronics either. For instance, I personally own 27 pairs
of shoes. Why? Do I really need 27 pairs of shoes? Does my wife really need 30 handbags? Does Donald
Trump really need a home with 58 bedrooms and 33 bathrooms? Obviously, the answer to all of these
questions is a simple one...heck no. However, we've come accustomed to such indulgences just as equally as
we've come acclimatized to convenience. Why make homemade pudding when you can buy SnackPacks®? It
doesn’t take a rocket scientist to realize that this “disposable society” we live in is completely unsustainable.
(Even the producers of Wall-E recognized this!) Thus, it’s important for all of us to choose products that can
be reused or recycled in some way. However, how do we practice such “product stewardship” if we don’t
know how products are made or where they go once we’re done using them? Well, that’s the point of this
project…

DIRECTIONS
As the title implies, your task to create a children’s book that describes the life of a product of your choosing.
This could be anything from an aluminum can or plastic water bottle or even a television or car. You need to
describe (in a fun and exciting way of course…after all, this book is for children) how the product is
produced, used, and what happens to it at the end of its “life.” Obviously, the book should be educational,
but it should also be fun. Be creative! After all, I just might keep your final book for when I one day have a child of my
own. (Don’t judge me.)
RULES
ü
ü
ü
ü

You must have a cover and a title for your book
You must have at least one drawing per page
Your drawings must be done by you…you can hand draw or do on Adobe or MS Paint, etc.
Come up with a cool penname for yourself…After all, who the heck knows who Theodor Geisel
is? Dr. Seuss, on the other hand, I’ve heard of!
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II
COVER DESIGN AND
BOOK TITLE

CONTENT

APPEARANCE:
DRAWINGS, COLOR,
ETC...

MASTERY

ACCOMPLISHED

DEVELOPING

BEGINNING

(4 PTS)

(3 PTS)

(2 PTS)

(1 PT)

I

I

I

(OPTS)

It's obvious a lot of effort and
lcreatlvlty was put into the
!design of the cover and the t itle
is extremely creative and fitting.

Student obviously put quite a bl1 The cover was rat her plain and
of work Into designing the
he t itle of the story book
cover of the book, but the t itle wasn't all that Interesting
sn't really that Intriguing.
either.

The cover and title looks like it !The cover and/or title is
was thrown together in a
lcompletely missing from the
minute or two ...very little effort ~ook.
exerted by student.

!student very eloquently
klescrlbes the llfecycle of
~ls/her chosen product, going
into great detail when describinE
~he "birth," "life" and "death" of
~he prod uct

Student sufficiently describes
he llfecycle of his/her chosen
product, providing a decent
amount of detail when
describing t he "birth," "life" and
"death" of t he prod uct.

Student describes the basic
lfecycle of his/her chosen
product, providing some det ail
abo ut the "birth," "life" and
"death" of t he product. Some
important details are missing.

Student Inadequately describes !The content is completely
he llfecycle of his/her chosen ~bsent from the story book.
product, leaving out many
important details about the
"birth,• "life" and "death" of t he
product.

!student includes at least 1
llustration per page, which are
~and-drawn or creat ed
personally on the comput er.
!The illustratio ns are very well
klone, full of color, and really
pull t he reader Int o the st ory.

Student includes d rawings on
nearly all of t he pages and all
are done very well wit h a lot of
creativity and color
implement ed.

St udent includes hand-drawn
llust rations on about one-half
of the pages throughout the
Dook AND/OR not much color
was used In the illustrations.

Student includes very few hand- llust rations are completely
drawn ill ustrations throughout ,absent from t he st ory book.
his/her story, OR the st udent
included illustrations that were
'stolen" from t he web instead
of doing them him/herself.

!st udent has zero grammat ical, Student has very few, (no more Student has some (3-4}
~pelling, or punctuat ion errors. han 1-2) grammatical, spelling, grammat ical, spelling, or
GRAMMAR, SPELLING,
or punctuation errors.
punctuat ion errors.

PUNCTUATION...

SOURCES

I

INCOMPLETE

!st udent includes a thorough
'Literat ure Cited" section at t he
~nd of his/her boo k, citing at
, east 5 valid, relia ble sources.

Student includes a sufficient
Student includes a "Literature
'Lit erature Cited" section at the it ed" section at t he end of
end of his/her book, cit ing at
his/her book, citing only 3 valid.
east 4 valid. reliable sources.
eliable sources.

I

®

®

®

Student has quite a few (more
han 5) grammatical, spelling,
or punctuatio n errors.

I''

Student includes a "Literature
literat ure Cited" section is
Cit ed" section at t he end of
~mpletely absent from the
his/her book, but cites 2 or less ~t ory book.
sources AND/OR the sources
aren't really valid. reliable
sources.

®

I

Video Scrapbook Project: The Life of a (Fill in the Blank)
RATIONALE
When I graduated from high school in 2003, my best friend’s mom gave me a bookmark as a graduation gift.
Although a bookmark may seem rather insignificant for such a milestone, I actually think it was the best gift
that I received as I was about to head to St. Norbert College. You see, this wasn’t just an ordinary bookmark.
This bookmark was handmade and donned the following maxim: The most important things in life aren’t things.
Sadly, growing up in a society that seems to be rooted in materialism and capitalism, one would never know
this adage to be true. It's no illusion that our society continues to make strides in the wrong direction. Congress'
passage of the Digital Broadcasting Law in 2009 lead to the unnecessary disposal of millions of operational
televisions, with only 15% being properly recycled. Due to the federal government's lack of foresight and
relatively nonexistent take-back programs, the remaining 85% of televisions were destined for landfills or
incineration, creating the potential for huge amounts of toxic chemicals to begin their assault of the
environment. Unfortunately, government programs like this just scratch the surface of the problem we face
here in America in regards to waste management. Our society's obsession with "the next best thing" is most
disconcerting. After all, it has been only four years since Apple launched the iPhone, and the company is
already touting the 6th generation (that's a new model every 9 months)! Similarly, where LCD and Plasma
televisions were very recently covetous gadgetry, now LED televisions and 3D-TV units have taken their place.
And our response to all of this new technology is, of course, "I gotta have it."
Unfortunately, our avaricious lifestyle isn't limited to electronics either. For instance, I personally own 27 pairs
of shoes. Why? Do I really need 27 pairs of shoes? Does my wife really need 30 handbags? Does Donald
Trump really need a home with 58 bedrooms and 33 bathrooms? Obviously, the answer to all of these
questions is a simple one...heck no. However, we've come accustomed to such indulgences just as equally as
we've come acclimatized to convenience. Why make homemade pudding when you can buy SnackPacks®? It
doesn’t take a rocket scientist to realize that this “disposable society” we live in is completely unsustainable.
(Even the producers of Wall-E recognized this!) Thus, it’s important for all of us to choose products that can
be reused or recycled in some way. However, how do we practice such “product stewardship” if we don’t
know how products are made or where they go once we’re done using them? Well, that’s the point of this
project…

DIRECTIONS
As the title implies, your task to create a children’s book that describes the life of a product of your choosing.
This could be anything from an aluminum can or plastic water bottle or even a television or car. You need to
describe (in a fun and exciting way of course…after all, this book is for children) how the product is
produced, used, and what happens to it at the end of its “life.” Obviously, the book should be educational,
but it should also be fun. Be creative! After all, I just might keep your final book for when I one day have a child of my
own. (Don’t judge me.)
RULES

ü
ü
ü
ü

The video must have music and must be edited
There cannot be any voiceover (it just makes the quality seem bad…)
The final video should be no longer than 5 minutes
Come up with a cool production studio for yourself…after all, Happy Madison sounds way cooler than
Adam Sandler.
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I

II

CONTENT

MUSIC

EDITING

GRAMMAR, SPELLING,

MASTERY

ACCOMPLISHED

DEVELOPING

BEGINNING

(4 PTS)

(3 PTS)

(2 PTS)

(1 PT)

I

I

Student very eloquently

!student sufficiently describes

!student describes the basic

describes the lifecycle of
his/her chosen product, going

~he lifecycle of his/ her chosen
product, providing a decent

lfecycle of his/her chosen
product, providing some detail

I

I

(OPTS)

into great detail w hen describing ~mount of detail when
~bout the •birth," • life• and
he "birth," "life" and "death" of klescribing the "birth; "life" and "death" of the product. Some
he product.
"death" of the product.
important details are missing.

Student Inadequately describes The content is completely
he lifecycle of his/ her chosen absent from the video.
product, leaving out many
important details about the
"birth," "life" and "death" of the
product.

Music choice was excellent, and
on:ributed very well to the
overall message of the PSA.
Transitions between songs were
also very smooth.

Music choice was pretty good,
~nd cont ributed some to the
" verall message of t he PSA.
trransitions between songs were
~ppropriate.

Music choice w as poor. It didn't
~eem to •fit" with t he overall
message of t he PSA. Transitio ns
between songs needs
~ ork...seemed to bounce from
one sonl! to t he next.

M usic is completely
Music is completely absent.
inappropriate for the content of
he video. There also doesn't
seem t o be any sort of transition
rom song t o song.

The final video is extremely well- trhe final video has very smoot h
edited making Ranki n w onder, • 1 k?diting, but the movie still
'1oesn't quite look professionwonder w hen Sony Pictures is
goir g to ask to produce this
~liy made. Subtitles, labels and
masterpiece?" Subtitles and
~ransitions are appro priat e.
labels are eloq uently situated
and transitions are smooth.

trhe final video looks like
~omethi ng that was clearly
reated in MovieMaker.
!subtitles, labels AND/OR
~ransitions need some editing to
make t hem look more
professiona l.

The final video has much to be The video clearly hasn't been
desired. In ot her w ords, it looks edited.
th
like Rankin's 6 grade cousin put
his video t ogether...t he labels,
subtitles and transitions all need
a lot of work.

St udent has zero grammatical, !student has very few, (no more !student has some (3-4}
spelling, or punctuation errors. ~han 1-2) grammatical, spelling, j:rammatical, spelling, or
punctuation errors.
"r punctuation errors.

®

®

Student has quite a few (more
han 5) grammatical, spelling,
or punctuation errors.

I''

I

St udent includes a thorough
Student includes a "Literature
"literat ure Cited" section is
!student includes a sufficient
!student includes a "Literature
'Literature Cited" section at the 'Literature Cited" section at the k:ited" section at the end of
rited" section at t he end of
completely absent from the
end of his/her video, citing at
his/her video, citing only 3 valid. his/her video, but cites 2 or less video.
k?nd of his/her video, citing at

east 5 valid. reliable sources.

east 4 valid. reliable sources.

eliable sources.

I

®

PUNCTUATION...

SOURCES

INCOMPLETE

sources AND/OR the sources
aren't really valid. reliable
sources.

®

APPENDIX F: ETHICAL OMNIVORE COOKING COMPETITION
Little Chute High School Presents:

“CHOPPEd...:THE ETHICAL
OMNIVORE”
Rationale
As you’re well aware, there are tons of reasons to opt for organic produce and family-farmed meats.
They’re far better for both the environment and your health, and even more importantly, they promote
actions that are socially-responsible and ethically-driven. After all, as Jonathon Safran Foer points
out,
“No [one] would tolerate someone swinging a pickax at a dog’s face. Nothing could
be more obvious or less in need of explanation. Is such a concern morally out of
place when applied to fish, or are we silly to have such unquestioning concern about
dogs? Is suffering of a drawn-out death something that is cruel to inflict on any
animal that can experience it, or just some animals (Eating Animals, p. 31)?”
However, setting aside the depressing reality of today’s food culture, I think one of the
strongest arguments in favor of local, organic foods is that they simply taste better! (After all,
if you’re among the great majority of meat-eaters, the primary reason you eat meat is because
it tastes so good!) What if you could make it taste better…all while promoting social, moral
justice?
Use these apps to help you shop, and this cook-off is an opportunity to do just that!
1. Good Guide
2. Better World Shopper
Procedure
In your group, you are challenged to come up with an appetizer or dessert that can be prepared in
45 minutes or less. You and your group members will need to bring in your own ingredients from
home (enough to feed your group and a portion for each of the 3 judges that will be critiquing your
final dish.)
In addition to the ingredients you bring from home, Mr. Rankin is going to be providing you with a
number of “secret ingredients” that you must incorporate into your recipes somehow. The challenge
is…you won’t know what these “secret ingredients” are until the day of the challenge!
Judging
Ultimately, your dish will be judged by a panel of 3 independent judges on the following:
1. Taste (no explanation needed!)
2. Presentation (How appetizing does your dish look?)
3. Environmental “Friendliness” (Were the ingredients you brought in organic or have a relatively
innocuous impact on the environment?)
4. Creativity (How creatively did you use the “secret ingredients” provided to you?)
Game on.
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APPENDIX G: PROENVIRONMENTAL MOVIE DOCUMENTARY TRAILER
Environmental Activism Movie/ Documentary Trailer

Introduction
Throughout this term, we’ve talked about a lot of environmental problems that our race is faced with. What
we haven’t focused too much time on however, is what we can do to help!
Whether you’re a tree-hugger who recycles on a day-to-day basis because you want to “save the whales” or
you’re an avid hunter who likes the thrill of being out in the wild, you must realize that the environment is an
important commodity…one that is in grave danger of being destroyed and one that is definitely worth saving.
Your final assignment in this class is to take action, yourself. You must create a trailer for a made up movie or
documentary that advocates or illustrates some sort of environmental activism. The specifics are up to you,
but make sure you’re not too vague. For example, if you want to promote more recycling, make sure you
explain how to recycle.
Some ideas for your movie trailer are:
ü Recycling (as well as emphasizing on what items can’t be recycled…for instance, CFLs)
ü Energy conservation…(i.e., shutting down your computer, shutting off power strips, not using AC,
etc.)
ü Carpooling or walking to school instead of driving
ü “Dump no waste…drains to river”
ü Water conservation (car washes, brushing teeth, etc.)
ü Preventing drugs or other toxic chemicals from entering the waste water treatment plant
ü Growing organic food
ü Eating less meat or becoming an ethical omnivore
ü Changing the way you shop (buying products with less or recyclable packaging, using reusable bags,
etc.)
ü Anti socially-irresponsible businesses or organizations (i.e., Exxon Mobile, Kraft, Wal-mart, Taco
Bell, McDonald’s, etc.)
ü Pro socially-responsible companies (i.e., Seventh Generation, Method, Organic Valley, Clif, etc.)
ü Saying “No!” to coal power plants and other dirty energy
ü Not using bottled water but instead using refillable bottles
ü Borrowing instead of buying (rent a truck when you need to move stuff, borrow books and movies
from the library when you want to enjoy pop culture)
ü Make your own, environmentally friendly, cleaning supplies
ü Going paperless (e-bank statements, e-bills, etc.)

Rules
1. A completed storyboard must be completed and approved by Mr. Rankin before your group can
start filming.
2. The final trailer can be no longer than 2 minutes in length.
3. No audio allowed other than background music.
4. Create a professional looking movie poster that advertises your trailer

Rubric
Your overall grade on this project will be decided by Mr. Rankin and your peers. You will all be using the
rubric below to rate your peers. I will then tally the results for each group and average them to calculate your
“class grade” out of 16 pts.
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As already stated, I too will be grading each group using the following rubric.
ADVANCED

PROFICIENT

DEVELOPING

BASIC

(4 PTS)

(3 PTS)

(2 PTS)

(1 PTS)

CONTENT

The message of the
movie trailer is specific
and genuine. The final
production is creative
and original, keeping
the viewer interested.
Most importantly, the
movie trailer truly
promoted activism.

The message of the
movie trailer is
somewhat specific
and genuine, but
lacked some
creativity. Overall
though, the students
still got their point
across.

The public service
announcement is
rather vague. The
movie trailer is not
very interesting to
watch.

It is difficult to understand
the purpose of the movie
trailer. It lacked specificity
and is neither genuine nor
creative. It doesn’t seem
like much effort is put into
the production of this
movie trailer.

MUSIC

Music choice is
excellent, and
contributed very well to
the overall message of
the movie trailer.
Transitions between
songs were also very
smooth.

Music choice is pretty
good, and contributed
some to the overall
message of the movie
trailer. Transitions
between songs were
appropriate.

Music choice is
poor. It didn’t seem
to “fit” with the
overall message of
the movie trailer.
Transitions between
songs needs
work…seemed to
bounce from one
song to the next.

Music is either completely
inappropriate or missing.
There also doesn’t seem to
be any sort of transition
from song to song.

Text is appropriate and
easy to follow and read.
Scene and song
transitions contributed
to the overall meaning
of the movie trailer.

For the most part,
text is easy to follow
and read. Scene and
song transitions are
good, but may not
contribute to the
overall meaning of
the movie trailer.

Text is somewhat
difficult to follow
and read. Scene
transitions are
usually the same and
music transitions
also need work.

Text is very difficult to
read or not present at all.
Scene transitions are
missing or they detract
from the overall meaning
of the movie trailer.
Transitions from song to
song are choppy instead of
smooth.

Poster is very
professional and
interesting; it fits the
overall message of the
movie trailer and is very
neat and completely
free of grammatical
errors.

Poster is professional
and interesting, but
could be organized a
little better to fit their
message. There may
be 1 or 2 grammatical
errors.

Poster is somewhat
plain and doesn’t
really contribute to
the overall meaning
of the movie trailer.
Grammatical errors
are also noticeable.

Poster is very plain. It
doesn’t seem to fit at all
with the overall message of
the movie trailer and it is
also riddled with
grammatical errors.

EFFECTS
AND
EDITING

MOVIE POSTER

Total Score:

Class grade:
Teacher grade:

/

.

+

.

x 3.125 =

/

100

.
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16

.

APPENDIX H: STUDENT PRE-ASSESSMENT—ENVIRONMENTAL
ATTITUDE, BEHAVIOR AND LITERACY
PREASSESSMENT: ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES, BEHAVIORS AND LITERACY
ATTITUDE SURVEY
PART I. Listed below are statements about the relationship between humans and the environment.
For each one, please indicate whether you STRONGLY AGREE (5), SOMEWHAT AGREE (4),
are UNSURE (3), SOMEWHAT DISAGREE (2), or STRONGLY DISAGREE (1) with it.
1.) We are approaching the limit of the number of people the earth can support.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
2.) Humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
3.) When humans interfere with nature it often produces disastrous consequences.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
4.) Human ingenuity will insure that we do NOT make the earth unlivable.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
5.) Humans are severely abusing the environment.
r
r
r
r
r

STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNSURE
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE
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6.) The earth has plenty of natural resources if we just learn how to develop them.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
7.) Plants and animals have as much rights as humans to exist.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
8.) The balance of nature is strong enough to cope with the impacts of modern industrial nations.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
9.) Despite our special abilities, humans are still subject to the laws of nature.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
10.) The so-called "ecological crisis" facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
11.) The earth is like a spaceship with very limited room and resources.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
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12.) Humans were meant to rule over the rest of nature.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
13.) The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
14.) Humans will eventually learn enough about how nature works to be able to control it.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
15.) If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major ecological
catastrophe.
r STRONGLY AGREE
r SOMEWHAT AGREE
r UNSURE
r SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
r STRONGLY DISAGREE
BEHAVIOR SURVEY
PART II. Please identify the extent to which each of the statements below reflects your actual
behavior (not merely your attitudes or feelings) by indicating whether they are NOT AT ALL, A
LITTLE, A LOT, or EXACTLY like you. *Please make sure you're reflecting on only YOUR
behaviors; not those behaviors of your family or friends.
16.) I leave the lights on when I leave a room.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
17.) I recycle at my house.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
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18.) I have a birdhouse in my yard.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
19.) I pick up litter that I see on the ground.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
20.) I take time to learn about new ways people can protect the environment.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
21.) I compost waste at my house. (Composting is allowing food or yard waste to break down until it
can be used to fertilize plants.)
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
22.) I don't "top off" (continue filling after the 'click') my fuel tank when I'm filling up at the gas
pump.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
23.) I talk to people about ways they can protect the environment.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
24.) I walk or bike to school instead of drive.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
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25.) I have done things to supply food for wildlife in my yard. (Examples are bird feeders or plants
that are planted specifically to provide food for birds or other animals).
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
26.) I put batteries, light bulbs, and paint in the regular trash can.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
27.) I do not use plastic shopping bags when I go to the store.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
28.) I leave the water running when I brush my teeth.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
29.) I avoid purchasing items that have a lot of packaging.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
30.) I take short showers. (By short, we mean about 5 minutes or less.)
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
31.) I unplug electronic devices like cell phone chargers, VCRs, TVs, etc. when I am not using them.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
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32.) Many of the fruits and vegetables I eat come from my own garden or from a farmer in my state.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
33.) I turn the television off when nobody is watching it.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
34.) I throw away things that can be recycled when a recycling bin is not close by.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
35.) I check out books from a library instead of buying them.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
36.) I only use my bathroom towel once before I throw it in the wash
again.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
37.) I shut down my computer or put it into hibernation, sleep or
standby when I'm not using it for a while.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
38.) I turn lights out in a room when I'm leaving.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
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39.) I crush soft plastic containers like yogurt containers before I place them in the trash to protect
wildlife.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
40.) I drive the speed limit to conserve fuel.
r NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU
r A LITTLE LIKE YOU
r A LOT LIKE YOU
r EXACTLY LIKE YOU
ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY - PART I.
TRUE OR FALSE. Chose the response which best answers the following questions.
41.) "Lindeman's Rule" states that, on average, nearly 50% of energy is lost from trophic level to
trophic level (i.e., as you "move up the food chain").
r True
r False
42.) "Slash-and-burn agriculture" involves logging companies cutting down and burning tropical
rainforest in order to create paved roads for machinery and trucks to gain access to the logging site.
r True
r False
43.) Bacteria are the only living things on the planet that can fix nitrogen.
r True
r False
44.) Collectively, the Great Lakes contain nearly 50% of the planet's freshwater.
r True
r False
45.) Deserts are defined by the extreme heat that contributes to their overall climate.
r True
r False
46.) Animal waste products (feces and urine) are considered “biotic factors” in an ecosystem.
r True
r False
47.) Gases (e.g., carbon dioxide and oxygen) dissolve better in cold water than in warm water.
r True
r False
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48.) If a body of water is considered "eutrophied," it has too few nutrients necessary to support life.
r True
r False
49.) It is illegal to dispose of electronic waste (TVs, VCRs, computers, etc.) in Wisconsin landfills.
r True
r False
50.) Styrofoam can be recycled.
r True
r False
51.) Mayflies and dragonflies are tolerant insects, meaning they can endure poorer water quality.
r True
r False
52.) The tropical rainforest has the most biodiversity (variety of living things) of any biome on the
planet.
r True
r False
53.) The water that enters sewer drains in Little Chute and the rest of the Fox Valley drains directly
into streams like the Fox River instead of being treated first at a Waste Water Treatment Plant.
r True
r False
54.) Waste Water Treatment Plants cannot effectively remove drugs from incoming waste water.
r True
r False
55.) Water has the highest thermal and electrical conductivity of any liquid substance on the planet.
r True
r False
ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY - PART II.
MULTIPLE CHOICE. Select the response that best answers each of the following
questions or statements.
56.) In order to most effectively use the solar energy provided by sun, windows or solar panels
should be most concentrated on which side of your home?
a) north
b) south
c) east
d) west
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57.) Which of the following nutrient cycles does NOT begin in the atmosphere?
a) phosphorus
b) carbon
c) hydrologic (water)
d) nitrogen
58.) Caribou belong primarily to the following biome:
a) temperate grassland
b) taiga (boreal forest)
c) tundra
d) temperate deciduous forest
59.) The vast majority of caves on the planet are formed by the dissolution of which rock type?
a) limestone
b) granite
c) basalt
d) quartzite
60.) Which of the following represents the largest pollutant in the Fox River?
a) DDT
b) mercury
c) lead
d) PCBs
61.) In July of 2010, Wisconsin joined 12 other states in banning the use of what chemical in dish
detergent, due to its impacts on algal blooms and water pollution.
a) nitrates
b) phosphorus
c) nitrites
d) chlorine
62.) Which of the following plastics are accepted by recycling facilities in the Fox Valley?
a) #1-2
b) #3-4
c) #5-6
d) All of the above
63.) Which of the following is not a PRODUCT of photosynthesis?
a) carbon dioxide
b) glucose
c) oxygen
d) water
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64.) A group of individuals that belongs to the same species and lives in the same area is considered
a(n):
a) community
b) population
c) ecosystem
d) biome
65.) Even before the BP oil spill, the Gulf of Mexico represented one of the most polluted bodies of
water on the planet because of...
a) recreational beaches
b) cruise liners
c) fertilizer runoffs from farms
d) improper capping of nearby landfills
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APPENDIX I: IRB APPROVAL FORM

Protocol#: 15-16.083
Principal Investigator(s): ___N_1_·c_h_o_
las_R_a_nkin_·_an_d_K_e_n_d_ra_L_1_
·d_d_ic_o_a_t _ _ _ __
To be complete</ by the LBB Stq/f

Institutional Review Board Action:
X

Project is exempt from IRB review under category _ _4_ _ Exemption holds for 5
years.
Project is exempt from !RB review under category _ _ _ _ provided minor

modifications are completed. Exemption holds for 5 years.
Project is approved through expedited review.
Project is approved through expedited review provided minor modifications are

completed.
Project is approved through the full board review process; date of meeting: _ __
Project is approved through the full board review process, provided minor
modifications are completed; date of meeting: _ _ _ _ __
Additional information is requested. Please see attached instructions and resubmit.
Project is not approved at this time.
Project does not include human subjects.
Project is not defined as research.
Signature: ~'

f~,,-,v

Institutional Review Board Chair or Designee

4/13/16
Date

The only comment to make is that while in response to item 5.4 the investigators correctly
acknowledged that the individuals who provided the archived data cannot directly benefit
from participating in the study, it is a reasonable assumption that some future students may
benefit from what is found in this project
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